News

Do you blog about Jenkins? Do you have any interesting URL to share with Jenkins community? Check out our News Aggregator.

Google Summer of Code Mentor and Org Admin Perspective
I was fortunate enough to participate in the Google Summer of Code 2019 as a mentor and org admin. This was great and I wanted to share in hopes of encouraging more people to join. You can learn more about the Google Summer of Code here: https://jenkins.io/projects/gsoc/ Community Bonding The first phase of the project is the community bonding phase. This is where the student and other mentors come together to lay out the plan for the project. It is important to set expectations and ensure that the student is well aware of what will take place and also made to feel welcome. Parichay Barpanda was the...

JCasC Community Bridge Dev Tools - Phase 1
Community Bridge Introduction Community Bridge is an initiative by the Linux Foundation to accelerate the adoption, innovation and sustainability of open source projects. I came across this initiative in a blog post. I had been contributing to Jenkins at the time and decided to have a chat with Oleg Nenashev and Tracy Miranda regarding the possibility of a project under the Community Bridge initiative. Fortunately for me JCasC (Jenkins Configuration as Code) had the mentors as well as the project idea in place to start a project. After a few regular meetings we ironed out the details of the programme...

Hacktoberfest 2019. Contribute to Jenkins!
Once again, Hacktoberfest is back! During this October event, everyone can support open-source by contributing changes, and can earn limited edition swag. We invite you to contribute to Jenkins, regardless of your experience and background. You can write code, improve documentation and design, localize Jenkins or create new artwork. Any GitHub pull request counts! Quick start Sign-up to Hacktoberfest on the event website. Join our Gitter channel. Everything is set, just start creating pull-requests! This year Hacktoberfest does not require labelling pull requests, but please mention Hacktoberfest in your pull requests for faster reviews (see FAQ: Marking Pull requests) See the details below. How to contribute? There are many ways to contribute to Jenkins. It is...

2019 Jenkins Board and Officer elections. Nominations are open!
This is a repost of the original announcement made by Kohsuke Kawaguchi in the Jenkins Developer mailing list. Minor changes were applied to reflect the posting date and to provide more links. Nominations for the 2019 Jenkins Board elections open for three governing board positions and five officer positions, namely: Security, Events, Release, Infrastructure and Documentation. The terms of office for these positions are: Officer positions (1 year): November 4, 2019 to November 3, 2020 Governing board members (2 years): November 4, 2019 to November 3, 2021 To nominate someone, simply send an email to jenkinsci-board@googlegroups.com with their name and position you nominate them for. Please share...

Audit Log Plugin for Jenkins Releases 1.0
Thanks to our Outreachy interns over the past year, I’m proud to announce the initial release of the Audit Log plugin for Jenkins. This plugin is the first major project completed related to Outreachy, and I’d like to give a brief overview of the functionality that was developed for this release. The primary goal of this plugin is to introduce an audit trail of various Jenkins events using structured logging and related audit logging standards. Initially, this plugin covers audit events related to core Jenkins concepts like user accounts, jobs, builds, nodes, and credentials usage. More specifically, this tracks: User login and logout events Credentials usage User...